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A study en the magnetization mech:misms in polycrystalline Ni-Zn
ferrites is presented. In addition to the magnetic wall contribution, it
is shown that a rotational penneability term has to be considered for the
total initial magnetic permeability.

RESUMEN

Presentamos un estudio de los mecanismos de magnetización en
ferritas Ni-Zn policristalinas. Además de la contribuci6n debida a la
pared magnética, es necesario considerar un término debido a la permea-
bilidad rotacional con objeto de obtener la permeabilidad magnética
inicial total.
*) Facultad de Ciencias, UNAM.
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INTROOUCfIa-J

~tagnetization mechanisms in ferro- and ferrimagnetic materials
have received considerable attention. At relatively low frequencies
(f < 5 MHz) the magnetic domain structurc proposed by P. Weiss(l) can be
used as a basis in arder to consider the possible magnetization processes.
1Wo main rncchanisms can be proposcd: the domain wall ffiO\tcments to in-
crease the volume oí the damains which orientation is the nearest to the
applied ficId, and the col1ective rotation oí the magnetization vectors
within the magnetic domains.

For the case oí polycrystalline samples. the prOblem is more
complex due to the granular structure (grain boundaries, porosity. etc.)
interactions with the domains and the domain walls.

~Globus showed(2) that the main contribution to the initia!
magnetic permeability (the permeability in the reversible magnetization
range) in polycrystalline ferrites is the wall contribution. Globus a1so
proposed a simple mode1(3) in which the initial permeability is a linear
function of the mean grain diameter, provided that the porosity is low
and has an intergranular character.

The linear relationship bet,,"'eenthe initia! penneability and
the mean grain diameter has been verified by other authors(4),(S) cm dif-
ferent ferrites. Hmiever, the initial penneability value for I1n •• O does
not vanishes out, suggesting the possibility of a constant contribution
other than the wall movement.

In this paper we present a study on the origin of this contri-
bution to the initial magnetic permeability for polycrystalline Ni-Zn
ferri tes.

EXPERINENTAL TEQ1NIQJES

Ni-Zn ferrites were chosen beeause the cations in this system
(Ni2+, z¡f+, Fe3+) are stable on their valency-state and their distribu-
tion on the two types of crystalline sites (tetrahedral and octahedral)
is well known(6). The prepared compositions correspond to x :: 0.33,
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0.53 and 0.70 in tl1(' formula:

The samples were prcpared froro high purity oxides hy the normal
ceramic method(7). A relatively lo~ sintering temperaturc was used
(1180°C) in arder to avoid(8) intragranul~r porosity.

The room temperature permeability was obtained íTem the bridge-
measured inductance at 1 kHz en toroidal samples. A special apparatus(9)
was used fay the measurement of the initia! penneabi lity as a ftmction of
the temperature, up to the Curie point. This property can be used(9) to
evaluate the chemical homogeneity of the sarnr1e and is an effective meth.

od to control1 the l\ual ity Df the samples.

The determinatíon Df !he mean grain diameter was made by poI-

ishing and thennally attacking one faee of the sample. The thennal at-

tack was perfonned in an oxidant atmosphere I()2 100~, at 1 3tm) at a lO'o'o'er
temperature (11600C) than the sintering process, to avoid a supplementar}'
grain growth. Several photographs were taken on different areas oí each
sample by means oE an optical microscope.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DlsaJSSION

We first plotted the initial rnagnetic permeability as a function
oE the mean grain diameter for the three compositions. Figs. 1, 2 and 3.
A straight lme is Obtained with a clearly difEerent slope for each compo-
sitian. A common feature appears in these figures; the extrapolation oí
the permeability at nm = O is not nu1l; it has a well defined value.
This value. as obtained by a simple least square method is plotted on
Fig. 4, as a function oE the camposition. We have also plotted the value
far x = O (6). The rotatianal rnagnetic permeability. as measured fram
Eerromagnetic resonance experiments by Gieraltowski(10) is platted as the
straight lme on the same Fig. 4. Although a certain dispersion appears,
a reasanable agreement is seen for the whole range of composition. The
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dispcrsion is easily explained by taking into aCCowlt the important Jif-
ferences be~'een the slope of the linear rclationship £OY, far example,
the extreme composi tions. The slopc far x ,.. O is ;:! 25 \\'hile in the case

oí x = 0.70 we have ~ 800.
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Fig. The initial magnetic permeability for x = 0.33. A linear relation-
~hip is obtaincd. The extrapolated value to Dm = O is not zero.

Fig. 2 The initial magnetic permeability as a function ci the mean grain
diameter for x = 0.53.

Fig. 3 The linear dependence oi the initial permeability for x = 0.70.
This is a high-permeahility composition.
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Fig. 4 The extrapolation of the linear dependence of the initial permea-
bility, as a function of the composition. The straight lioe is
the rotational permeability as determined by Gieraltowski(10) from
ferromagnetic resonance experiments.

An interpretation oí these results can be proposed in terms of
an energy balance in each grain. Twomain tenns have to be considered:

the magnetostatic energy and the wal1 energy. The latter is normaly neg-
lígible as compared to the fanner; however, far the case oí a veI)" small

grain, the wall energy term can be as important as the magnetostatic ener-
gy and then it becomes more favorable far the grain to eliminate the wall.

This is calleó a "monodomain" sarnple as each grain is in faet a magnetic

damain. Obviously. as there is no wall, the wall contribution to the
initial permeability disappears and the rotational contribution is the
only one to be expected. This contribution is a constant foy a given
composition Cat constant ternperature) and independent of the mean grain
diameter.

CXNCWSION

The low frequency value of the initial magnetic permeability
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in polycrystalline fcrrites has ~'O contributions: the wall contribution
that is granular-structure dependent and the rotational contribution
~nich depends only on the composition. General1y. the value oí the 1at-
ter is considerably lower than those cf the fonmcr, except for the case
oí ver)" 50011 grains.
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